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Introduction

In schools and colleges, collections of poetry are often put before
us to study. When these are collections of several poets, then the
book makes a statement like ‘these poems are worth studying’ or
‘this is what poetry is’. So what kind of poetry do we find in such
books? Nearly always it has been poems by people who are
regarded by teachers in universities as ‘great’. Anyone who has
studied English at university can recite their names like a nursery
rhyme: Chaucer, Shakespeare, Donne, Pope, Coleridge, Wordsworth,
Keats, Shelley, Byron, Browning, Tennyson, Eliot, Auden, Hughes,
Heaney. But if this is the only poetry we read, a lot gets left out.
Hidden from view over hundreds of years have been other kinds of
poetry. That is the underlying idea of this anthology: to present some
poems that have been hidden away. So why have they been hidden?
Where? What kinds of people wrote them?

Some were hidden because they were women, some because they
were poor, some because they weren’t written down in books, some
because they were thought to be dangerous. Some of these people,
like Daniel Defoe, the author of Robinson Crusoe are names known
all over the world for their writing, even if the poem in this collection
is not one often seen. Others are people ‘discovered’ in recent years,
their writing having lain about in libraries for years. Aphra Behn,
playwright, novelist, poet and spy was missing from English
syllabuses for years. There are plenty of examples of ‘anon’ here too,
which can mean, ‘nobody knows who sat down and wrote this,’ or
‘it wasn’t written by any one person but was changed and shaped
by many people as it was passed on’. This means that very un-
famous people have been involved in making some of the poems
here: peasants, slaves, miners, tombstone makers, say, and a rather
strange breed of person, the ballad-seller, someone who made his
living travelling about the country with a pack of poems on funny,
tragic themes or topical events to sell them to make a living.

So, what we have here is not easily given a label or a pigeon-hole
in the way literary books usually are. But one way to look at it is to
say that things that are hidden away are often surprising, strange,
exciting and different.

Michael Rosen
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An Anglo-Saxon Riddle

Moth word ate         me that thought

amazing event         when I that wonder heard

thief in darkness      glorious saying

and that strong foundation         steal-guest (i.e. thief) not was

whit the wiser         when he those words swallowed

Anon, c. 975
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Death

Whenne mine eynen misteth
And mine eren sisseth1

And my nose coldeth
And my tunge foldeth2

And my rude slaketh3

And mine lippes blaketh4

And my mouth grenneth5

And my spotel renneth6

And myn her riseth7

And myn herte griseth8

And mine handen bivieth9

And mine feet stivieth10

Al to late, al to late
Whenne the bere11 is at the gate!
Thenne I shal flit
From bedde to flore,
From flore to here,12

From here to bere,
From bere to pit,
And the pit fordit,13

Thenne lith myn hous uppe14 myn nese:
Of al this world ne give ich a pese!15

Anon, c.1275-1300

1. hiss
2. fails, folds up
3. my colour fades
4. grow pale
5. gapes? grins?
6. my spittle runs
7. stands on end
8. quakes

9. shake
10. stiffen
11. bier
12. hair-shroud
13. will shut
14. upon
15. a pea
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A Betrayed Maiden’s Lament

I haue for-sworne hit whil I life
to wake the well-ey.1

The last tyme I the wel woke2

Ser Iohn caght me with a croke,
he made me to swere be bel & boke3

   I shuld not tell [-ey.]

Yet he did me a wel wors turne,
he leyde my hed agayn the burne,4

he gafe my mayden-hed a spurne5

   and rofe my kell [-ey.]6

Sir Iohn came to oure hows to play
ffro evensong tyme til light of the day;
we made as mery as flowres in may—
   I was begyled-ay.

Sir Iohn he came to our hows,
he made hit wondur copious7

he seyd that I was gracious8

   to beyre a childe-ey.

I go with childe, wel I wot;9

I schrew10 the fadur that hit gate,
with-outen11 he fynde hit mylke and pap
   a long while-ey.

Anon, c.1350

5. a stroke
6. took my virginity
7. brought lots of presents
8. lucky
9. I know full well
10. curse
11. unless

1. I have given up doing it
when I spend the night, for as
long as I live.
2. spent the night
3. by the bell and the book (the
Bible)
4. well
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On Nought

He that spendes myche & getes nothing,
And owthe myche & hathe nothing,
And lokes in his porse & fyndes nothing,
he may be sorye and saie nothing.
                          Quothe K.L.

Anon, c.1350
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Re-organising the Anthology into
Themes

This anthology has been organised in chronological order. In
other words, it starts with the earliest poem, an Anglo-Saxon
riddle and ends with a poem written in the early twentieth
century.

It could have been organised differently. Many anthologies
group poems by theme. If you were going to re-organise the
anthology by theme, what theme headings would you choose?

1. Go through the anthology, looking at the poems and de-
cide on what subjects and themes are dealt with in the poems.
Discuss alternative headings for the themes. For instance,
there might be a heading about Love/Relationships/Sexuality/
Male and Female Lives/Marriage. Which of these headings
would you choose? Would you want more than one of them?

2. Choose one of your theme headings to explore more fully.
List all of the poems that you think should be included under
your heading.
Read all of the poems under your heading.
Find two that strike you as similar in some way.
Make a chart headed:

Similarities Differences

Use it to record what you notice in comparing the two poems.

3. Prepare a reading of the poems and an oral presentation in
which you:

• describe the similarities and differences between the two
poems;

• say why you chose the two poems and what you like
about them.
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Making Your Own Selection of Poems (1)

Dip into the anthology, reading whatever takes your fancy and
noting down titles of poems you particularly like.
Pick your three favourite poems. Share them with a partner.
Try doing any of these things with your poems:

• learn one of them off by heart to recite to the class;
• do a drawing/painting that expresses the ideas/the feel-

ings/the images in one of the poems;
• prepare a reading/performance of your collection of six

poems, with a brief introduction to the reading and to
each of the poems.

Making Your Own Selection of Poems (2)

Working as pairs, choose two poems to be read at each of the
following occasions:

• a Valentine’s Day party;
• a funeral;
• a poetry reading for parents, organised by the PTA;
• an event to raise money for a war-torn country.

Join up with another pair. Compare your choices and justify
them to each other.




